SECRET

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT.

FROM: WASHINGTON, D.C.  RPD/1165  DATE SENT: 11-25-63
TO: LEGAT, MEXICO  RPD/1165  DATE REC'D: 11-25-63
NO.: 789  BY: RGB  CLASSIFIED BY:  RPD/1165  DATE REC'D: 7:15 PM

LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IMPERATIVE EXPLORE ALL ASPECTS SUBJECT'S CONNECTION AND CONTACTS WITH RUSSIANS TO EVALUATE POSSIBILITY RUSSIAN DIRECTION ASSASSINATION. PROMPTLY CONSULT LOCAL CIA REPRESENTATIVE AND SUBMIT SUMMARY ALL INFORMATION RE SUBJECT'S TRIP TO MEXICO SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, ONE NINE SIX THREE, INCLUDING METHOD OF ENTRY AND EXIT, RESIDENCES, CONTACTS, ET CETERA. FOLLOW WITH DETAILED MEMORANDUM.

CIA ALERTED. IF TAPES COVERING ANY CONTACTS SUBJECT WITH SOVIET OR CUBAN EMBASSIES AVAILABLE FORWARD TO BUREAU FOR LABORATORY EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS TOGETHER WITH TRANSCRIPT. INCLUDE TAPES PREVIOUSLY REVIEWED DALLAS IF THEY WERE RETURNED TO YOU. SUBMIT RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO ANY INTERVIEWS OR FURTHER INVESTIGATION IN MEXICO TO ESTABLISH OR REFUTE SOVIET OR CUBAN DIRECTION.

[Handwritten notes:]

[Redacted text]

[Signature]

[Handwritten notes:]

[Redacted text]

[Redacted text]

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems.